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We read with great interest the article by Dr Li and colleagues ([@r1]), published in March 2020 in *Radiology,* in which they report a deep learning (DL) model applied to chest CT images to identify COVID-19 from community-acquired pneumonia and other lung diseases. However, we believe that some methodological comments are appropriate.

First, the core of the DL framework adopted in this paper relies on the popular *ResNet50* as backbone. Future initiatives may benefit from other *state-of-art* architectures that, with the same computational cost, are able to outperform the latter. Moreover, similar performance could also be achieved with far less computational cost ([@r2]).

Second, it is of concern that results from a traditional *U-net* architecture used for lung segmentation were not reported. Performance evaluation of this preprocessing step is also relevant, as eventual errors from the segmentation model can propagate throughout the pipeline. It is of note that the *U-net* model has been iterated and improved upon several times over the years ([@r3]) and, hence, may also be considered in prospective studies.

Finally, we appreciate that the authors provided public access to their code. However, it has come to our attention that some procedures (eg, lung windowing, as seen in the file *dataset.py*, line 56) are not entirely described in the article. Similarly, some important methods are not included in the source code (eg, the *U-net* based lung segmentation*)*. Ideally, the full source code, as well as the trained weights of the neural networks, could be provided. This is particularly important to ensure reproducibility, as one would also require access to their dataset in order to train its model or to refine their proposed algorithm.

Nevertheless, these small issues in no way detract from the outstanding work of Dr Li et al that sheds light on the utmost challenge of developing a rapid and accurate screening for positive COVID-19 cases.
